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I interacted with Pankaj during a recent assignment where he partnered with us to work on a 
customized training program for our senior field team. I appreciate tenacity and sincerity with which 
Pankaj worked on that assignment and made it successful and achieved desired objective.  
He is smart, hardworking and extremely cooperative professional who possesses good knowledge of 

his domain. Vikas Bajpai, VP Service, Avery India Limited 

 
 
 
Pankaj is an expert in Situational Leadership II. He connects well with the audience and is able to share 
practical experiences and examples that one can relate to. He seeks feedback and is flexible enough to 

make changes in delivery if required. Vibhavari Bali, Senior Manager HR at Trent Hyper Market  

 
 
 
We are really fortunate to work with Pankaj. His personal and professional capability made our project 
modules very relevant and great experience for our Channel partners. He very well understands the 
client needs and delivers it beyond 100%. Also he has excellent understanding of the current trends of 

the L&D industry and great ideas to take it next levels. Shalabh Rajwanshi, Hero Motocorp  
 
 
 
 



Pankaj, I have enjoyed working with you thoroughly. You are a true business adviser. Your knowledge 
and passion is felt while interacting with you. You are good at following up to take a project to closure. 

Whoever works with you will surely be delighted. Birjendu Gupta, Director, Learning and 
Development, PWC 

 
 
Pankaj is a very Powerful Trainer and an Expert Coach. He is a great facilitator and manages to strike 
great rapport with the participants. He exhibits immense commitment and passion towards coaching 
& developing people. I have always seen him full of enthusiasm. He is a multi-faceted Training 
professional, extremely well rounded in all behavioral aspects. I would highly recommend Pankaj, as 

an expert coach, and programs conducted by him on Leadership Development. Bhavnish Parashar, 
L&D, PNB Housing Finance Limited 

 
 

Pankaj is a great facilitator for leadership programs. His delivery style is very effective as he is able to 
connect to his audience by providing relevant examples. Fundamentally strong and conceptually very 
clear makes him an expert Leadership trainer. He has been able to meet our expectations and would 

always recommend him for leadership workshops. Kiran Chopra, Learning & Development, Sears 
Holdings 

 
 
Pankaj, in his capacity as an External Consultant engaged to offer L&D solutions, demonstrated 
excellent consulting skills…..has this knack to ask incisive questions to get people thinking and elicits 
the required response, adopts a measured approach as he articulates his thoughts on business 

pertinent issues…always a pleasure to engage in cerebral conversations with him. Madhavi Issar, 
Lead- Learning and Development: India, Convergys. 
 
 

 

Pankaj led the Leadership training program for us in Nokia. Pankaj displayed the true essence & quality 
of a well-qualified & seasoned Senior Trainer. The program was very well planned, insightful, to the 
point detailing with live examples & role plays which clearly helped us in understanding the core 
principles. I would highly recommend training program conducted by Pankaj for any professional / 
organization looking to engage their mid-senior management team in enhancing Leadership skills. 

Vinay Sood, National Manager, Customer service and Business Process Excellence, India, 
Nokia Mobile Payment Service India. 

 
 
Pankaj was an able project manager for our L&D project at Motorola; he was very helpful with his 

approach. I had a pleasant experience of working with him. He was quite responsive on our entire 

business needs. 

Top qualities: Great Results, Good Value, On Time. Manish Chandra, hired Pankaj as a Learning 

and Development Specialist at Motorola 

 
 


